
Materials: Paint (red, blue, yellow),
inks or paints made from flowers,
plants, veg such as
beetroot….. paper, tissue paper or
paper towels paint brushes, table cover
(newspaper), small plate,
saucer, plastic lid to draw round, pencil

Activity - Mix your paint/ink colours,
the more you have the more variety
you will get in the different circles.
Place the plate on the paper and draw
round it. If you are use an A3 piece of
paper you can divide it
up into 8 sections (2 x 4) you can then
draw round a suitable size lid to have
8 circles on the go at
once.
Starting at the centre of the circle
paint a large coloured dot and then
choosing different colour
paint a circle round the dot, repeating
this changing colour each time.
Don’t worry about wobbles it all adds
to it. Finger prints and tree rings all
have natural wavy lines.
You could also try cutting out circles
from coloured paper or magazines.
If you have chalks try these using
bigger circles outside on the
playground or pavement.
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Topic : Colour
Artist Practitioner - Bub Bacon
Activity : Concentric Circles

These activities have been created to support creative learning. At a time when
children are spending a lot of time in their home we thought we would look at
exploring colour. Colour mixing underpins work in almost all mediums in art and
skill at this gives children a wider choice and agency over their own work.

 
Artist links .
https://www.wassilykandinsky.net/work-370.php
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/kandinsky-cossacks-n04948/how-paint-kandinsky
https://nurturestore.co.uk/kandinsky-circles-art-lesson-for-children

Kandinsky

Childrens work



Career Link: Fashion/Clothing Designer, illustrator, interior designer, poster/record label
artist.
Vocabulary: Concentric, circle, blending, mixing, experiment, negative space, unique, tree
rings, fingerprints, freehand.
Differentiation: The children will meet this at their own level.
Evaluation: At a couple of points through the lesson have a plenary, a mini discussion, where
pupils say again what they like, notice and wonder about each others work. They will get
ideas and inspiration from each other. that will extend their skills. Use the 'Creative Stars'
self evaluation tool to decide which creative habit has been used today.

Get started by . . . . Look at a colour wheel and using a small amount of each colour, have a go at
mixing secondary colours.  Use a colour maths sheet to show your findings painting each of the
colours you are mixing and the result once they are mixed i.e: red + yellow = orange 
Experiment how the colour reacts against different kinds of paper, exploring how the colour
spreads and blends on tissue paper and paper towels.
Look ways Kandinsky used colours to build concentric circles in his artwork to represent trees and
flowers in nature. Note he also used concentric squares. Kandinsky used this method as a colour
theory practice for much larger abstract works. 
Look at your finger prints and the rings on a tree stump, notice how they are different, everyone is
unique. Note that it’s the negative space that keeps the circles separate. Practice drawing freehand
circles with felt tip pens. Don’t worry about wobbles note how everybodys fingerprints are different
and so is your art, so many different styles adds to the display.


